The Dressing Room
(Trinity ground floor – behind stage)

The Room With A View
(Trinity 1st floor off stalls room)

Bookfair Assembly Room
(Trinity 1st floor off stalls room)

12-12.30: Putting class back into the
Workers power in under an hour!
classroom (Jon/SolFed) How school is used (Bristol IWW)
to maintain the power & interests of the ruling

12 class; what we can do to build an education
- system which gives working class pupils pride,
1 whilst arming them with the tools for liberation.
12.30-1: Negative Anarchism
(John Desmond)
NA describes anarchists who are
disproportionately against. An analysis &
discussion of their mindsets, lifestyles, destinies,
and relationship of NA's to anarchism.

11.45-1.15pm
Anarchism & the future of political
Overworked? Underpaid? Bully Boss? Get struggle
Organised. Learn how to protect yourself at (Panel – Nick/AFed, Tony/HSG & Matt
work and get one over your boss. Workers
power in under an hour! Learn the basic
techniques of how to Agitate, Educate,
Inoculate, Organise & Unionise your
workplace. Proper boss!

Queering anarchism: gender, sexuality & Technology, Networks,
power
Collaboration & Cyberagitation
(Jamie Heckert)
(Hacktion Lab)
1 Having seen a rise in discussions of anarchism,
- sexuality, queer theory and activism, Jamie
2 Heckert introduces two books he contributed to:
Queering Anarchism (AK Press) and Anarchism
& Sexuality (Routledge). Plus open discussion
on issues raised by participants.

Taster to HacktionLab & Barn Camp, with
Q&A and discussion. The Internet: a
zeitgeist of collaboration & openness,
developed on sharing & trust. Despite
attempts to commercialise, control &
monitor it, the original spirit of collaboration
is alive and kicking!

Capitalism! What it is & how to destroy it Resisting Workfare
(Dariush/Kaput collective)
(Boycott Workfare)
What is it? How can we destroy it? Come along

2 to discuss some answers to these questions!
3

Stop G8 - One common struggle:
London Resistance
(Stop G8 Infotour)

Workfare schemes (forced unpaid work)
are being resisted by claimants; and by
direct action targeting those who profit companies & charities, and programme
providers like A4e. The growing campaign
has asked unions to boycott workfare.
Explore & share stories & ideas for future
action

Fighting for ourselves – an
introduction
(Bristol SolFed)

3 This June the G8 leaders meet in Northern
- Ireland. As economic crisis bites, and the planet
4 burns, the bosses & their politicians celebrate

SolFed introduce 'Fighting for ourselves:
anarcho-syndicalism and the class
struggle', covering lost history of the
business as usual. Find out more about the
workers' movement & setting out a
mobilisation Stop G8 are calling in London - one revolutionary strategy for present
of the bedrocks of capitalism.
conditions; and discuss anarchosyndicalism & its relevance for workers.

Wilson) Anarchism emerged in the 19

th

century as a movement to abolish a system
built on class exploitation and hierarchy. Far
from philosophical speculation, anarchy is a
practice that seeks to create a society based
on equality and liberty. As such it is vital to
assess our potential as a movement, and
opportunities for building the future we want.
A discussion about where we are and where
we are heading.

Discussion around the interplay between our

5 desires for autonomy, solidarity & ecological
- care, and the compromises & opportunities
6 available to us in a world of work dominated by
destructive systems like capitalism. Featuring
local case studies

Let's talk about sex: consent,
coercion, communication &
accountability
(Shaun/AFed)
Discussion about what we mean by the
terms consent and coercion in relation to
intimacy: looking at options & techniques
for practising good consent; attempting to
tackle issues with communication when it
comes to sex; covering accountability and
responsibility both individually and as a
community.

Freedom through football: the anatomy
of an alternative sports club
(Will/Easton Cowboys& Girls)

3-4.30pm
Greece: the mainstream, Left & Nazis
– where is Anarchy?
(Christos Boukalas) This talk maps out the

Why Prison Abolition?
(Bristol ABC)

Urban Permaculture
(Steve/PCN)

The case against deportation charter
flights
(Stop Deportation/ Corporate Watch)
Increasingly the UK's way of deporting lots of
migrants to a growing list of countries. CW &
SD's extensive research into these flights found
unpublished details, evidence of unlawfulness,
avenues for legal challenges etc. Learn how it
works & how you can stop it!

Resisting extreme energy – from
mountain top removal to fracking
(Bristol Rising Tide & Frack Free
Somerset)
Using the Beehive Collective artwork 'The True
Cost of Coal' we tell the story of mountain top
removal in the USA. Themes of land grabs,
exploitation of communities & environmental
destruction will be related to other forms of
extreme energy, and the campaign to resist
fracking.

If not now, when? Can we live ethically
& anarchically within state-capitalism?
(Matt Wilson)
Lifestyle politics finds support and disapproval
amongst radicals. A necessary part of creating
'a new world in the shell of the old', or a
distraction from radical social change? Will it
strengthen state-capitalism, or contribute to its
downfall?

The capitalist crisis –
what are the alternatives to austerity? Kafe Libertad: Solidarity, fair trade and
(Panel – Dariush/Kaput, Kier/AFed,
the free market
Di/BRHG, Nikos/RDBristol) The Coalition (Cafe Libertad Kollektiv, Hamburg)
tell us ‘there is no alternative’ and Labour
have bought into this idea, merely arguing
cuts have gone ‘too far too fast’. This meeting
will debate the origins of the crisis and ask
why, despite all the cuts, capitalist
governments cannot return to ‘business as
usual’. As Anarchists, can we put forward an
alternative economic path that brings us
closer to a just and sustainable society?

An intro to Permanent Culture Now
(PCN)
Our aim is to help foster a move towards a
pragmatic, positive, social, economic and
political transition to a permanent culture
through sharing information, knowledge and
making links between different areas of
thought. Find out how this can help you
develop a new world.

Speakers - Terry Renshaw and Eileen
Turnbull/S24 Campaign
Facilitator - Steve Mills – Bristol IWW and
Unison (personal capacity)
After their successful 1972 strike for improved
pay and conditions, twenty-four construction
workers were arrested and charged with
offences related to picketing. Des Warren,
Ricky Tomlinson, John McKinsie Jones and
three other pickets were jailed, the remaining
pickets got suspended sentences. They have
always maintained their innocence and
believe the government was behind the
charges. With black-listing and police
corruption still issues for workers and
activists, Terry Renshaw will talk about his
participation in the strike and Eileen Turnbull
will outline new evidence she has discovered.

Permanent Culture Now Marquee
(Trinity garden)

Talk about the Easton Cowboys & Cowgirls,
their experience as an alternative/anarchist
club. Plus discussion - 'what potential is there
for sport in general as a radical force?'

Discussion: Why we talk about 'prison abolition',
and its implications? Abolition for all prisoners?
Who benefits from the prison system? How can
1.30-3pm
concepts like practical solidarity & letter writing
The Shrewsbury 24 Campaign - ‘Guilty break down prison walls? What can you do in
your local area?
my arse!’

crisis in Greece, and the perspectives ahead
including the fate of mainstream political
parties, the rise of the Euro-left, and the
Fitwatch: Direct action tactics against
How do the militarists get away with ominous ascendance of Golden Dawn. It will
focus on the re-configuration of the Greek
state surveillance
it?
state on openly fascist lines, the (temporary)
(Fitwatch)
(BAAT)
MOD proposes a 10year £160billion spend defeat of the social movements, and the
4 Direct Action is a powerful tactic against the
condition of Greek Anarchy including its role
snooping
&
prying
of
Forward
Intelligence
Teams
on weapons systems. Clare Cochrane
in the present situation.
(Atomic Weapons Eradication) & Medea
5 (FIT), and their new sidekicks, Police Liaison
Officers (PLOs). A little organised resistance can Benjamin (Code Pink) inspire a debate
stop them getting their 'intel' at crucial times.
about military spending madness and
4.45-6.15pm
which corporations benefit.

Anarchism and the working week
(K,T&E)

Marquee Z
(Trinity garden)

A founder of CLK discusses the successes &
problems of fair trade, the free market &
‘economic solidarity’. For 12 years the anarchosyndicalist CLK has had a major role in
distributing Zapatista coffee from the
autonomous zones of Chiapas, Mexico.

Set against a backdrop of climate change, a
collapsing monetary system and Party Political
domination by neoliberal ideology, urban
permaculture gives us the chance to develop
our own local resources whilst regenerating
local eco-systems, and helps us build
community whilst building a new world.

Commonising capital
(Martin Large)
Capitalism is in crisis, and is costing the earth
and destroying society in the name of the free
market. Martin, a community land trust pioneer
from Stroud common wealth, introduces
practical coop and mutual solutions for
stewarding capital and land as commons, for
enterprise and community benefit.

Radical History Zone
(At Hydra Bookshop)
British armed forces’ strikes and
mutinies in 1918-19
(Roger Ball/BRHG)
Kick off the afternoon with the forgotten
history of British armed forces’ post-WWI
strikes and mutinies. Plus discuss what we
can do to disrupt the Tories attempts to spin
next year's 100th anniversary of the war’s
outbreak.

3 minutes to midnight: the women’s
anti-nuclear protest at Greenham
Common
(Elaine Titcombe)
In 1981, 36 Women for Life on Earth,
marched in protest against nuclear missiles
from South Wales to a nuclear base at
Greenham Common. 30 years since the
height of the campaign, we consider its
legacy upon radical movements, particularly
feminism.

Running down Whitehall with a black
flag: memories of anarchism in the
1960s
(Di Parkin/BRHG)
Di was a revolutionary activist from early
1960's to the 1980's. She focusses here on
her personal memories as a 1960's
anarcho-syndicalist, and on interviews with
the Syndicalist Workers Federation and its
links to the Spanish CNT in exile.

The future of Indymedia
(Bristol Indymedia)

Poor Man’s Heaven: the Land of
Cokaygne and other utopian visions
Reps from Bristol Indymedia invite the public to (Omasius Gorgut/Past Tense)
reflect on what Indymedia means to them and
to offer suggestions for the future of the site.
We hope we can benefit from some creative
feedback to help us move constructively into
the future.

Facing a life defined by exploitation &
suffering, the poor of the Middle Ages
dreamed up the fantastical Land of
Cokaygne - where their sufferings were
reversed; people lived in idleness & plenty;
and the rich were barred.

Reclaiming the land
Hillbilly Nationalists, Urban Race
(ReclaimTheFields & Building Man) People Rebels, and Black Power in 60s USA
are taking back the land for the common good. (Roger Ball/BRHG) Talk based on series
RTF have reclaimed farmland in the Forest of
Dean to grow food and live on. Building Man is
attempting to build permanent festivals sites,
using the gift economy idea, for common use.

of recent books on the hidden history of
white working class radical community
groups who formed the 'Rainbow Coalition' with the Black Panthers, Young Lords,
Native American and Japanese American
revolutionary groups in 1969.

Is permaculture political?
‘Libres’: Songs of the Spanish
(Panel – Boyd/Feed Bolton, Mike Feingold/ Revolution
Bristol + more TBC)
(Pilar Lopez)
Permaculture is a design science that looks at
how natural eco-systems work and then applies
this thinking to the how we design our lives.
Although it is not a political ideology itself, has
it become a political force in its own right
through its practical applications?

Musical performance about the Spanish
Social Revolution of 1936, that aims to draw
inspiration from these amazing times,
making links with the rise of the Indignad@s
movement and what's currently happening
in Spain

